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Featured Application: Pick failure risk assessment in mining and civil industries.

Abstract: The Thermally Stable Diamond Composite (TSDC) tipped pick has been developed to
replace Tungsten Carbide (WC) tipped picks for hard rock cutting. Due to the material properties of
TSDC, a major failure mode of TSDC tipped picks during rock cutting is random failures caused by
excessive bending force acting on the cutting tips. A probabilistic approach has been proposed to
estimate the failure probability of picks with this failure mode. However, there are two limitations
in existing research: only one drum revolution is considered, and the variation of rock thickness is
ignored. This study aims to extend the current approach via removing these limitations, based on the
failure probability analysis of picks over a full cutting cycle in the underground coal mining roadway
development process. The research results show that both drum advance direction and the variation
of rock thickness have significant impacts on pick failure probability. The extended approach can be
used to estimate pick failure probability for more realistic scenarios in real applications with improved
accuracy. Although the study focused on TSDC tipped picks, the developed approach can also be
applied to other types of picks.

Keywords: failure probability; diamond composite; material failure characteristics; reliability; rock
cutting picks; mining; civil engineering

1. Introduction

The Thermally Stable Diamond Composite (TSDC) material is made using ceramic-based silicon to
bind synthetic diamond grains together [1,2]. Research on TSDC’s properties and its applications can be
found in [3–8]. In brief, as a type of diamond composite, the wear resistance of TSDC is several hundred
times better than Tungsten Carbide (WC) [7,8]. Due to the use of silicon as the binder, the mechanical
properties of TSDC remain stable at temperatures up to 1200 ◦C [2]. The thermal stability of TSDC
is much higher than that of ordinary polycrystalline diamond (PCD), which employs metallic cobalt
as the binding material [2]. PCD is generally suitable for operational temperature below 750 ◦C [9].
Higher thermal stability is critical for hard rock cutting tools because research has revealed that the
temperature at the contact area between cutting tip and rock surface can reach as high as 1100 ◦C [10].
High wear resistance and high thermal stability make TSDC a potentially superior material for hard
and abrasive rock cutting. One type of TSDC tipped picks, namely SMART*CUT picks, have been
specifically developed to tackle the challenge of high abrasiveness and high temperature observed in
hard rock cutting [3–5].
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Picks are a type of rock cutting tool which are broadly equipped on excavation machines
such as continuous miners and roadheaders to break rock in the mining and construction industries.
Understanding the performance and reliability of picks is important for industries to increase production
efficiency, improve production safety and reduce production cost [11,12]. Many efforts including
laboratory experiments and field trials have been made to study picks from various aspects [3–24].
An important aspect of these studies is pick force analysis [4,5,12–19]. During the course of rock
cutting, a pick is generally subjected to three orthogonal forces—cutting force, normal force and lateral
force [13]. These forces can be affected by various factors including depth of cut (DOC) [5,12–15], rock
strength [13–15] and attack angle [5]. Another important aspect of pick performance study is failure
analysis [11,12,17,20–22,24,25], including identification of typical pick failure modes [17], investigation
of the causes of high consumption of picks [12], protection of pick body by use of a cap tip [12,20] and
understanding of the body bending failures of picks [21].

Although existing studies largely focused on WC tipped picks, studies with a focus on the
performance and failure characteristics of TSDC tipped picks have also been carried out (see [3–6,11,25]).
These studies showed that while TSDC tips were able to cut hard rock with a uniaxial compressive
strength of 260 MPa [24], they were less capable to bear bending and impact forces than WC tips due to
their lower toughness [5]. Failures caused by excessive impact or bending forces were a major concern
for TSDC tipped picks [11]. Therefore, it is important to predict the failure risk of TSDC tipped picks
which are subjected to excessive bending or impact forces in real industrial applications. As indicated
above, the forces acting on a pick are affected by multiple factors during the rock cutting process.
Some of these factors often have considerable uncertainties (i.e., their values vary randomly within a
considerable range) in the real world. For example, there are often uncertainties in rock properties
and machine operations during the mining production process. Due to these uncertainties, the forces
acting on a pick consequently change randomly during the production process. Additionally, the
material properties of TSDC cutting tips often have significant random variations [25]. In addition,
the geometry of TSDC cutting tips with the same design may also vary considerably. As a result,
the sudden failures of TSDC tips caused by excessive bending force or impact force during normal
production often occur in a random manner.

Currently, a probabilistic approach has been developed to assess the failure risk of picks with
random sudden failures based on underground coal mine roadway development with a case study
on the TSDC tipped picks in [11]. Note that although the approach proposed in [11] was developed
based on the scenario of underground roadway development in the coal mining industry, it is a general
approach and can be applied to other rock cutting scenarios. This approach consists of three steps:
firstly, the continuous rock cutting process of a pick over one drum revolution is discretized into a
series of small segments; secondly, the failure probability of a pick for cutting each of these segments is
estimated; and finally the failure probability of the pick over the whole cutting process is estimated.
In [11], the influences of multiple major factors including pick tip geometry, Brazilian Tensile Strength
(BTS) of pick tip, the attack angle of the pick, DOC and rock BTS on the failure probability of picks
were modelled. Later on, a reliability-based-approach (RBP) [6] was developed to link the failure
probability of pick tips subject to sudden bending failures for cutting a segment of rock to the length of
the rock segment, so that the pick failure probability estimation accuracy can be improved.

This study aims to improve the usefulness of existing approach via removing two critical limitations
in existing models. The first limitation is that only one drum revolution was considered in the modelling
process. The second limitation is that the variation of rock thickness is ignored. However, in the actual
production process, the drum advance distance is generally much larger than the drum’s advance
distance in one revolution. For example, in underground coal mine roadway development, the sump-in
depth is typically about the half of the drum’s cutting diameter which is the advance distance of the
drum over multiple revolutions. Over the sump-in stage, the drum often involves cutting the roadway
roof with different rock thickness. Therefore, to make the failure analysis approach more applicable to
the real-world scenario, these two limitations should be removed.
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To address the above issue, the existing approach will be extended to take into account a more
realistic rock cutting production process. Given that there are various rock cutting production processes
utilized in industry, the extended approach will be developed based on the scenario of an underground
coal mine roadway development using continuous miners with TSDC tipped picks, in order to remain
consistent with [11]. However, the extended approach will also be applicable to other rock cutting
scenarios and other types of picks.

Development of an underground roadway normally consists of many cutting cycles. A cutting
cycle is the process in which a continuous miner implements a full face cut (an example is given in the
next section). Extension of the analysis approach to a full cutting cycle in mining production could
face a number of challenges, e.g., determination of the drum revolutions and the thickness of hard rock
cut in each revolution. However, the extension of the approach from one cutting cycle to multiple
cutting cycles will be relatively straightforward. Therefore, this paper focuses on the extension of the
approach to a full cutting cycle. More realistic scenarios, the corresponding challenges and solutions
will be discussed. A case study on the failure probability assessment of TSDC tipped picks in a full
cutting cycle will be presented to demonstrate the application of the extended approach.

2. Extended Pick Failure Probability Assessment Approach

2.1. A Typical Cutting Cycle

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a typical cutting cycle in underground roadway development
with a continuous miner. As an example, Figure 2 shows the locus of a pick tip on the cutting drum of
a continuous miner over such a cutting cycle.
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Figure 1. A schematic view of a typical cutting cycle in underground roadway development.

A drum is normally equipped with a large number of picks which are attached to the drum on the
external surface. The reason that only a pick is shown in Figure 1 is to make the figure clear.

The roadway face can be divided into three sections: the roof rock, the floor rock and the coal
seam. The cases where coal exists inside a rock section or rock bands are included inside the coal seam
are not considered in this study. A ‘full cutting cycle’ is the complete process for cutting these three
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sections sequentially. In this cycle, the drum first cuts into the face along the roof for a half of the drum
to form the roof, then shears down to the floor, and finally cuts back to clear the floor. Therefore, a full
cutting cycle can be divided into three stages: sump-in (cutting-into), shearing-down and cutting-back.
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Figure 2. Locus of a typical pick tip in a typical cutting cycle in underground roadway development.

In Figure 2, ht, hr and h f are respectively the height of the roadway, the thickness of the rock
removed to form the roadway roof (roof rock) and the thickness of the rock removed to form the
roadway floor (floor rock). The thickness of the roof rock and that of the floor rock are measured from
the roadway roof and the roadway floor respectively. The parameters used to develop Figure 2 are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters used to draw Figure 2.

Parameter Unit Value

Roadway height mm 3000
Drum’s tip-to-tip diameter mm 1000

Drum rotational speed rpm 50
Drum advance speed m/min 3
Drum sump-in depth mm 500

Drum cutting-back distance mm 150
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Other information used to draw Figure 2 is as follows:
A full cutting cycle involves multiple drum revolutions which are depicted by the locus of a pick

tip in Figure 2. In order to show the drum advance directions more clearly, the locus of the pick tip in
one drum revolution is divided into two equal parts: the half involving rock/coal cutting is marked in
red and the other half is marked in green. The black line represents the face profile before this cutting
cycle. The two blue curves respectively indicate the interface between the roof rock and the coal seam,
and that between the coal seam and the floor rock. At the beginning of the face cutting cycle, i.e.,
the initial position, the circle formed by the cutting tips of the drum just touches the face profile before
this cutting cycle and the pick tip in consideration is located at the top most position, which is the start
point to measure the angular position of the pick in the sump-in stage.

The aim of this study is to estimate the failure probability of a pick over a full cutting cycle.
The pick failures in the following analysis have the same meaning as those defined in [11], that is,
the sudden failure of the tip and/or body of a pick due to excessive bending or impact force acting on
the pick tip. Other failure modes such as tip fatigue failure will be studied in the future. In this study,
it is assumed that rock breakout is effective. When a pick is installed on a drum, it is randomly selected
from a given batch of picks. Once being installed on the drum, the pick will be in service continuously
until it has failed.

From [11], it is known that the failure of a pick is a combination of its tip failure and body failure.
As the failure probability analysis approach of body failures is the same as that of tip failures and it is
assumed that the tip failures are independent of body failures, the following analysis mainly focuses
on the pick tip failure probability estimation. In addition, as the failure probability of a pick tip over a
cutting cycle consisting of three stages is a combination of its failure probability over these three stages,
the pick tip failure probability over each individual stage will be estimated initially.

2.2. Pick Tip Failure Probability during the Sump-in Stage

In the sump-in stage, the drum normally cuts into the face along the roof for a sump-in depth
of about the cutting radius (i.e., the half of the tip-to-tip diameter) of the drum. To implement the
required sump-in depth, the drum needs to rotate multiple revolutions. The pick tip failure probability
in this stage is a combination of the tip failure probability over individual drum revolutions. If the
roof rock thickness is less than the tip-to-tip diameter of the drum (which is quite common during real
production), the drum will partially cut roof hard rock and partially cut the coal seam over a single
revolution. As the coal is generally much softer and weaker than the rock, the pick failure probability
due to cutting coal can be ignored [11].

To estimate the pick tip failure probability over each drum revolution, the thickness of the roof
rock in each individual drum revolution needs to be determined. In reality, the roof rock thickness
generally fluctuates randomly, and it is normally difficult to obtain the distribution of roof rock
thickness. For simplicity, instead of using a continuous distribution, the roof rock thickness can be
approximated by several mean values with their corresponding occurrence likelihoods in industrial
applications. In this case, based on the total probability theorem, the failure probability of a pick tip
with a given allowable bending force xt

a in a drum revolution can be estimated by

Fri =
∑nhr

j=1
Fri

(
hrj, xt

a

)
p
(
hrj

)
(1)

where Fri is the pick tip failure probability at the i-th drum revolution in the sump-in stage; nhr is
the number of mean roof rock thickness values in consideration; Fri

(
hrj, xt

a

)
is the pick tip failure

probability at the i-th drum revolution in the sump-in stage when the mean roof rock thickness is hrj

(mm) and tip allowable bending force is xt
a; and p

(
hrj

)
is the likelihood (%) that the mean roof rock

thickness is hrj. Obviously, ∑nhr

j=1
p
(
hrj

)
= 100% (2)
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The pick failure probability Fri
(
hrj, xt

a

)
can be estimated using the models given in [11].

Nevertheless, when using the models given in [11], one needs to consider the following points:
The first issue is the determination of the cutting sector of the drum, αrc (degree) (see Figure 3).

In [11], since the impact of cutting soft coal is ignored, the cutting sector indicates the hard rock cutting
sector and is given by

αrrj = arccos
(
1−

2hrj

Dd

)
∗

180
π

(3)

where, αrrj is the hard rock cutting sector of the drum (in degrees) when the mean roof rock thickness
is hrj (mm). Dd is the tip-to-tip diameter of the drum (mm).

However, determination of the cutting sector in this way would be inconvenient when multiple
drum revolutions are involved, because of the uncertainty of the rock thickness in each individual
drum revolution. To resolve this problem, the cutting sector of a drum in one revolution is defined as
the central angle of the drum engaging coal and/or rock cutting. With this definition, the cutting sector
is between 90 degrees and 180 degrees in the sump-in stage (see Figure 3). The cutting sector of the
drum at the i-th revolution can be obtained by solving the following equation:

1000va

60

[
60(i− 1)

n
+
αrci
6n

]
+

Dd
2

sin
παrci
180

−
Dd
2

= 0 (4)

where, αrci is the cutting sector of the drum at the i-th revolution (in degrees), n is the drum rotational
speed (rpm), and va is the drum advance speed (m/min).

As the hard rock cutting sector can be calculated using Equation (3) and the failure probability
for cutting coal is ignored, the cutting sector in the sump-in stage can be set to 180 degrees in the
calculation if the roof rock thickness is not greater than Dd

2 .
In shearing-down stage, the cutting sector is 90 degrees when the distance between the center

of the drum and the floor is not less than Dd. The estimation of the cutting sector when the distance
between the center of the drum and the floor is shorter than Dd will be discussed in the next section.
Obviously, the hard rock cutting sector for a given revolution cannot be greater than the full cutting
sector of this revolution.

The second issue for consideration is the calculation of the DOC of the pick at the first revolution.
According to [11,18], the maximum DOC (nominal DOC) can be calculated by

Dmax =
vn

m
(5)

where m is the number of starts of the drum and vn is the drum advance distance per revolution (mm/r):

vn =
1000va

n
(6)

As the cutting starts from the initial position on the first revolution, the maximum DOC of the
pick in consideration in this revolution is only a quarter of that in other revolutions because the pick
rotates only a quarter of a revolution to reach the maximum advance distance in this revolution vn/4
(see Figures 2 and 3). For example, with the parameters in Figure 2 and the number of the starts
being 2, the maximum DOC of this pick in the first revolution is only 7.5 mm, while it is 30 mm in the
other revolutions.
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The final point is the estimation of the pick tip failure probability of the last revolution.
On this revolution, the pick may not complete a full cut of the roof rock before the drum moves to
shearing-down stage. However, as the drum will continue cutting when its cutting mode changes
from sump-in to shearing-down, and the variations of the DOC during the transition period can be
ignored, the calculation of the pick failure probability of the last revolution can be treated as the same
as that in the other revolutions (see Figure 2).

Once the failure probability of the pick tip in each drum revolution in the sump-in stage has been
estimated, its failure probability in the sump-in stage, Ft

1

(
xt

a

)
, is

Ft
1

(
xt

a

)
= 1−

∏ndr

i=1

[
1−

∑nhr

j=1
Fri

(
hrj, xt

a

)
p
(
hrj

)]
(7)

where ndr is the number of drum revolutions for implementing the sump-in cutting process, which is
given by

ndr = ceil
(Ds

vn

)
(8)

In Equation (8), Ds is the sump-in distance (mm).
In reality, the sump-in depth cannot be accurately controlled due to limitations of the equipment

control systems, resulting in the number of the drum revolutions for sump-in cutting fluctuating
randomly. This issue will be studied in due course. In this paper, only fixed sump-in depth is considered.
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2.3. Pick Failure Probability during the Shearing-Down Stage

When the operation of the drum shifts from the sump-in stage to the shearing-down stage,
its advance direction changes from horizontal (along the roof) to vertical (towards the floor). In the
shearing-down stage, the drum primarily cuts the coal seam, as well as some floor rock (Figure 2).
This stage may also involve cutting roof rock if the thickness of the roof rock is greater than the cutting
radius of the drum (Figure 2). However, the roof rock thickness is generally less than two thirds of the
tip-to-tip diameter of the drum, and the coal is much softer than the rock. Therefore, in the following
analysis, the impact of cutting roof rock and the coal seam on the pick tip failure probability in the
shearing-down stage is ignored, and only the impact of cutting the floor rock on the pick tip failure
probability is considered. The scenario where the roof rock thickness can take any value will be studied
in due course.

Three issues need to be addressed in the analysis of the pick tip failure probability during the
shearing-down stage. The first issue is that although the location of the pick at the drum transition
point from the sump-in stage to the shearing-down stage can be calculated, it is not convenient to use
this location to count the drum revolutions. To address this, the following simplification is possible if
the roof rock thickness is less than the 2/3 of the tip-to-tip diameter of the drum. As the rock cutting
in the last cycle at the sump-in stage has been fully considered, it is acceptable to assume that the
first revolution in the shearing-down stage always starts from the point with the maximum sump-in
distance (rightmost point) at the last revolution in the sump-in stage.

The second issue is that similarly to the roof rock, the thickness of the floor rock also generally
varies from place to place. As a result, both the number of the drum revolutions involving floor hard
rock cutting and the rock length cut in each drum revolution can be uncertain (i.e., their values can
change randomly). However, this process is different from the sump-in stage. To solve this problem,
the calculation of the pick tip failure probability always starts from the first drum revolution in the
shearing-down stage, because

F f i = 0, when ndivn ≤ ht −Dd − h f max (9)

In Equation (9), h f max is the largest mean thickness of the floor rock (mm), F f i is the pick tip failure
probability over the i-th drum revolution in the shearing-down stage, ht is the height of the roadway
(mm), and ndi is the number of revolutions from the 1st drum revolution to the ndi-th drum revolution
in the shearing-down stage.

Equation (9) holds because the drum will not start to cut the floor rock until the ndi-th drum
revolution satisfies the following condition:

ndi >

(
ht −Dd − h f max

)
vn

(10)

The third issue is that the thickness of the floor rock can vary over a drum revolution in the
shearing-down stage, and thus it is required to identify whether a segment being cut is rock or not.
Figure 4 shows an arbitrary segment (the s-th segment) in the shearing-down stage. It can be seen from
this figure that a segment being cut is rock only when its distance from the floor is shorter than h f j and
its angular position (central angle) is less than the cutting sector. Note that, unlike in the sump-in stage
where the angular position of a segment is measured from vertical, the angular position of a segment in
the shearing-down stage is the angle between the horizontal direction and the line to the middle point
of the segment. The cutting sector in the shearing-stage is also measured from the horizontal direction.

As previously mentioned, the cutting sectors of the revolutions in the shearing-down stage are
not all the same. If the distance between the centre of the drum and the floor is not less than the
drum’s tip-to-tip diameter, the cutting sector of the drum in a revolution is 90 degrees; otherwise, the
cutting sector will be greater than 90 degrees. From Figure 4, it can be found that the drum in the last
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revolution has the largest cutting sector. As the thickness and the length of any segment are very small
compared with the drum’s cutting radius, the influence of the segment on the cutting sector can be
ignored. As such, triangle ∆Ol1Ol2Al is an equilateral triangle. This means that the cutting sector in the
last revolution is 120 degrees. In other words, the end angle of the cutting sector in the last revolution
in the shearing-down stage, α f cl, is

α f cl = 120 (degree) (11)

The end angles of cutting sectors in other revolutions in the shearing-down stage will be between
90 degrees and 120 degrees. However, accurate calculation of the cutting sector in an arbitrary drum
revolution is not further discussed as it is not the focus of this study. For this paper, the cutting sector
in the i-th revolution, α f ci, is approximated to be

α f ci =


90 , 0 ≤ ndi ≤ ndb

...

90 + 60vn(ndi−ndb)
Dd

, ndb < ndi ≤
ht−Dd

vn

(12)

where

ndb = f loor
(

2ht − 3Dd
2vn

)
(13)
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Figure 4. A segment in the shearing-down stage.

Given these constraints, the pick tip failure probability over the shearing-down stage can be
estimated using a similar approach for calculating the pick tip failure probability over the sump-in
stage, with a consideration of the differences between these two stages. The first difference in the tip
failure probability calculation is the segment rock condition. In the sump-in stage, if the ni-th segment
in the i-th revolution is not rock, then any ki-th (ki > ni) segment in the same revolution will not be rock;
while in the shearing-down stage, any segments within the drum’s cutting sector in a drum revolution
may or may not be rock. However, once a segment in a drum revolution is rock, all segments at the
same angular position in the following drum revolutions will also be rock. The second difference is the
rock cutting start angle. While the start angle of rock cutting sector in the sump-in stage is generally
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equal to zero, the start angle of rock cutting sector in the shearing-down stage is often non-zero (see
Figure 4). As the DOC is normally much smaller than the drum’s tip-to-tip diameter, the start angle of
rock cutting sector in the shearing-down stage, αcsi, can be estimated by

αcsi = H(Li)arcsin
(

2Li
Dd

)
, when Li ≤

Dd
2

(14)

where H(·) is the Heaviside step function, and

Li = ht −
Dd
2
− vnndi − h f j (15)

As h f j is a random variable, both Li and αcsi are also random variables. If Li >
Dd
2 , the drum will

not cut the floor rock.
Due to the above-mentioned differences between the sump-in stage and the shearing-down stage,

there are some variations in the approach to estimating the failure probability of pick tips in the
shearing-down stage. In the sump-in stage, the pick tip failure probability for each individual drum
revolution is estimated first, and then the pick tip failure probability over the whole stage is estimated.
However, this approach is not suitable for handling the segment rock conditions in the shearing-down
stage. To address this issue, the pick tip failure probability for cutting the s-th segments in all the
revolutions in the shearing-down stage will be estimated first, and then the pick tip failure probability
over the whole shearing-down stage is estimated.

With a consideration of the variation of rock thickness, the pick tip failure probability for cutting
the s-th segments in all the revolutions over the shearing-down stage is given by

F f s =
∑nh f

j=1

[
1−

∏nd f

i=1
(1− F f is

(
h f j, xt

a

))]
p
(
h f j

)
(16)

where F f s is the failure probability of the pick tip for cutting the s-th segments in all the revolutions
in the shearing-down stage, nh f is the number of mean floor rock thickness values in consideration,

F f is
(
h f j, xt

a

)
is the pick tip failure probability for cutting the s-th segment in the i-th drum revolution

in the shearing-down stage when the mean floor rock thickness is h f j (mm), p
(
h f j

)
is the likelihood

(%) that the mean floor rock thickness is h f j (mm), and nd f is the number of drum revolutions in the
shearing-down stage:

nd f = ceil
(

ht −Dd
vn

)
(17)

Then, the failure probability of the pick tip over the shearing-down stage, Ft
2

(
xt

a

)
, is

Ft
2

(
xt

a

)
= 1−

∏ns f

s=1
(1− F f s) (18)

where ns f is the number of segments in a revolution in the shearing-down stage:

ns f = ceil
(

360
αs f

)
(19)

In Equation (19), αs f is the central angle of a segment in the shearing-down stage (in this study, all
drum revolutions are equally segmented).

From Equations (16) and (18), it can be seen that to estimate the failure probability of the pick
tip in the shearing-down stage, F f is

(
h f j, xt

a

)
must be calculated first. To calculate F f is

(
h f j, xt

a

)
, it is

necessary to determine whether an individual segment in the shearing-down stage is hard rock. To
address this issue, the mid-point method [26] applied in [11] is applied again. If the midpoint of a
segment is within the floor hard rock, the whole segment is regarded as the same hard rock. Based on
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this concept, the pick tip failure probability for cutting the s-th segment in the i-th drum revolution
with the rock thickness of h f j is given by

F f is
(
h f j, xt

a

)
=

 Pis
(
xt

a

)
, when h f j > Dis and α f ci ≥ αis

0, others
(20)

where, Pis
(
xt

a

)
is the probability that actual bending force is greater than the allowable bending force xt

a
of the pick tip, and αis is the angular position of the s-th segment in the i-th drum revolution (degree).

In Equation (20), Dis is the distance of the s-th segment in the i-th drum revolution from the
roadway floor:

Dis = ht − vn

(
ndi − 1 +

αis
360

)
−

Dd
2

[
1 + sin(

παis
180

)
]

(21)

The computation based on Equations (20) and (21) can often be simplified, because in the real
world, the chord of a drum engaging in rock cutting cannot exceed its tip-to-tip diameter which is
usually about 1000 mm. The rock thickness normally does not change dramatically over this short
distance. In this case, it is reasonable to assume that once drum starts to cut rock in a revolution, it
will continue to cut the rock over the rest of its cutting sector in the same revolution. This means that
although rock thickness changes randomly, its mean value over a drum revolution remains constant.
Then the failure probability of the pick tip for cutting the s-th segment in the i-th drum revolution with
the rock thickness of h f j can be estimated using the following equation:

F f is
(
h f j, xt

a

)
=

 Pis
(
xt

a

)
, when α f ci ≥ αis ≥ αcsi

0, others
(22)

Correspondingly, the pick tip failure probability over the shearing-down stage can be estimated
using the following equation to replace Equations (16) and (18):

Ft
2

(
xt

a

)
=

nh f∑
j=1

[
1−

∏ns f

s=1

∏nd f

i=1

(
1− F f is

(
h f j, xt

a

))]
p
(
h f j

)
(23)

2.4. Pick Tip Failure Probability during the Cutting-Back Stage and over the Full Cutting Cycle

The methods for analyzing the failure probability of the pick tip over the last stage in a cutting
cycle and the accumulation of the failure probability of the pick tip over the full cutting cycle are
presented in this section. The pick failure probability over the full cutting cycle is also analyzed in
this section.

2.4.1. Pick Tip Failure Probability over the Cutting-Back Stage

The analysis method used for the pick tip failure probability over the sump-in stage can be
adopted for analyzing the pick tip failure probability over the cutting-back stage. However, from
Figure 2, it can be seen that the amount of hard rock cutting involved in this stage is tiny, the bending
force from the cutting process is generally smaller than the allowance bending force of the pick tips.
As a result, it can be assumed that

Ft
3

(
xt

a

)
= 0 (24)

where, Ft
3

(
xt

a

)
is the failure probability of the pick tip over the cutting-back stage.
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2.4.2. Pick Tip Failure Probability over the Full Cutting Cycle

Once the pick tip failure probabilities over all three stages in a cutting cycle have been obtained,
the tip’s failure probability of the given pick over the full cutting cycle, F

(
xt

a

)
, can be estimated by

Ft
(
xt

a

)
= 1−

∏3

i=1

[
1− Ft

i

(
xt

a

)]
(25)

For an arbitrarily selected pick, its cutting tip’s failure probability over the full cutting cycle is
given by

Ft =

∫
∞

−∞

(
1−

∏3

i=1

[
1− Fi

(
xt

a

) ])
p
(
xt

a

)
dxt

a (26)

where p
(
xt

a

)
is the probability density function of the allowable forces of the pick tips.

2.4.3. Pick Failure Probability over the Full Cutting Cycle

As indicated previously, the failure of a pick is the combination of its tip failure and its body
failure. The pick body failure probability over a cutting cycle can also be estimated using the same
approach for estimating the pick tip failure probability. If the body failure probability of a pick over
the abovementioned full cutting cycle is Fb, and the body failure of the pick is independent of its tip
failure, then failure probability of the pick over the full cutting cycle, F is

F = 1− (1− Ft)
(
1− Fb

)
. (27)

In the application of Equation (25) or Equation (26), it should be noted that the three stages occur
sequentially. To take the sequence of the stages into account, it is better to introduce a variable of time.
This is discussed in the next section.

2.5. Change of the Pick Failure Probability over Time

The failure probability prediction models given in the above sections show the relationship
between the pick failure probability and drum revolutions. It may be desired to understand the change
of the pick failure probability over time during mining production. This can be done by linking the
revolution to time in the above models. As all revolutions are equally segmented, the relationship
between the pick failure probability and time can be expressed using the following piece-wise function:

F(t) =


0 , t = 0

Fs1, 0 < t ≤ Ts
...

Fsk, (k− 1)Ts < t ≤ kTs

(28)

In Equation (28), F(t) is the pick failure probability over time t, Fs1 is the pick failure probability
for cutting the first segment, and Fsk is the pick failure probability for sequentially cutting k segments
starting from the first. This calculation needs to consider the cutting stages and the variation of rock
thickness and can be done by using the models developed in the previous sections. Parameter Ts is the
time required for a pick to cut one segment (sec) which is given by

Ts =
as

6n
, (29)

where αs is the central angle of a segment (in degrees).
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3. A Case Study

A case study is presented in this section to demonstrate the application of the extended approach.
The relevant parameters and values in the case study shown in [11] were adopted in this case study.
Detailed conditions of this case study are as follows:

It is assumed that a continuous miner was used to develop a roadway in an underground coal
mine. The roadway consists of three sections as shown in Figure 2. The total height of the roadway
was 3000 mm. The roof rock and the floor rock were both sandstone with the same material properties
as shown in Table 1 in [11].

The continuous miner was equipped with a 2-start drum which has a tip-to-tip diameter of
1000 mm. The rotational speed and the advance speed of the drum were respectively 50 rpm and
2.35 m/min. In a full face cutting cycle, the drum first cut into the roof of the roadway with a sump-in
depth of 500 mm, then sheared down 2000 mm, and finally cut back for 150 mm. The rock breakout
during all the cutting processes was effective. According to Equations (8) and (17), it can be calculated
that the number of drum revolutions for the sump-in of 500 mm is 11 and for the shearing-down of
2000 mm it is 44.

A full set of TSDC tipped picks were installed on the drum. These picks were identical to those
TSDC tipped picks studied in [11]. The bottom diameter of the tips was 12 mm, and the arm length for
the bending force acting on the tips was 4.6 mm. The attack and tilt angles of the picks in consideration
were 55 degrees and 0 (zero) degree respectively. Each pick cuts one line.

In addition, the following assumptions which are made in the case study in [11] are also adopted
in this case study:

• Only sudden failures caused by excessive bending force are considered;
• Tip failure of a pick is independent of its body failure;
• Each small segment covers a central angle of 10 degrees.

Given that the influences of drum operating parameters, pick geometry, and the material properties
of pick and rock have been analyzed in [11], and rock variations and drum advance directions are
two new factors introduced in this extended approach, this study focused on the investigation of the
influences of these two new factors on the pick failure probability. To this end, only average TSDC tips
with the mean allowable force of 9.745 kN were analysed. Furthermore, a series of what-if analyses
were carried out based on the following three scenarios:

Scenario 1: The thickness of the roof rock can be represented by two mean values, (410 mm,
460 mm), with their corresponding likelihoods of (35%, 65%). The thickness of the floor rock can be
represented by three mean values, (450 mm, 500 mm, 610 mm), with their corresponding likelihoods of
(25%, 50%, 25%).

Scenario 2: The thickness of the roof rock and the floor rock can be represented by the same set of
two mean values, (410 mm, 460 mm), with their corresponding likelihoods of (35%, 65%).

Scenario 3: The thickness of the roof rock and the floor rock can be represented by a single value
of 442.5 mm (=410 × 35% + 460 × 65%), which is the expected value of the random variable “rock
thickness” in Scenario 2.

3.1. Results

Figure 5 shows the pick tip failure probability changing with cutting time in a cutting cycle for
Scenario 1.
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Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the pick tip failure probabilities over the sump-in stage and the
shearing-down stage for Scenario 2, respectively. As the tip failure probability in the cutting-back stage
is regarded to be zero, the cutting back stage is no longer considered in the analysis for Scenarios 2 and 3.
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Figures 8 and 9 respectively depict the pick tip failure probabilities over the sump-in stage and
the shearing-down stage for Scenario 3.
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3.2. Discussion

Figure 5 shows that in a cutting cycle, the pick tip failure probability changes over time in a style
of constant–increasing–constant–increasing–constant. The first constant period (zero period) occurs
in the sump-in stage and lasts about 1.2 s, mainly due to the small DOC in the first revolution as
mentioned in Section 2.2. In the first revolution, the maximum DOC is only 5.875 mm. The bending
force generated from cutting the given sandstone with this small DOC will not damage the tips in
the consideration. The first increase period happens in the sump-in stage due to hard rock cutting.
The second constant period and the second increase period both occur in the shearing-down stage.
In this stage, the tip cuts the coal seam first and then cuts hard floor rock. When cutting the coal
seam only, the tip has a failure probability of 0 (zero) because as assumed, tips will not be subjected
to bending-caused failure when they are cutting coal. As a result, the tip failure probability over
the coal cutting period remains constant. Once the pick involves floor rock cutting, its tip failure
probability increases over time again. The third constant period corresponds to the cutting-back stage.
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, the failure probability of the tip at this stage can be ignored (i.e., it is
regarded to be zero).
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A comparison between Figures 6 and 8 indicates that the variation in the rock thickness can
significantly affect the pick tip failure probability in the sump-in stage. Although the rock thickness in
Scenario 3 is the expected value of the rock thickness in Scenario 2, the tip failure probability over the
sump-in stage in Scenario 2 is much higher than that in Scenario 3. The reason is that there is 65%
chance for the roof rock mean thickness to be 460 mm, which is much higher than the expected value
of 442.5 mm. As all the rock thickness values are less than the drum’s cutting radius (500 mm), a larger
value of rock thickness means that the pick needs to cut rock segments with larger DOC. According
to the formula given by Goktan [14] and Equation (20) in [11], the bending force acting on the tip is
proportional to the square of DOC, and therefore a larger DOC will result in a higher failure probability
of tips.

However, a comparison between Figures 7 and 9 shows that the variation in the rock thickness
has little influence on the pick tip failure probability in the shearing-down stage. The reason for this
phenomenon is that the drum advance direction in the sharing-down stage is perpendicular to that
in the sump-in stage. When the drum advances towards the floor rock, an increase in the floor rock
thickness will change the number of drum revolutions involving hard rock cutting, rather than the
DOC of rock segments being cut. The changed number of drum revolutions involving hard rock
cutting will also change the tip failure probability, but the magnitude of the change in the tip failure
probability heavily depends on the ratio of the rock thickness variation to the average rock thickness.
In the above examples, the variation of the maximum rock thickness in Scenario 2 (460 mm) to the
expected mean rock thickness in Scenario 3 (442.5 mm), and that of the minimum rock thickness in
Scenario 2 (410 mm) to the expected mean rock thickness in Scenario 3 are respectively 17.5 mm and
−32.5 mm. As the absolute values of the variations are both less than the drum’s advance distance per
revolution (47 mm), the difference between drum revolutions involving hard rock cutting in Scenario 2
and Scenario 3 is less than 1 (one) revolution. This small change in the number of the drum revolutions
involving hard rock cutting has a trivial influence on the tip failure probability, because the ratios of
the variations of the maximum and the minimum rock thickness to the expected value are small (3.95%
and −7.34% respectively). As a result, the pick tip failure probabilities over the shearing-down stage in
both scenarios are nearly the same.

The influences of the drum advance direction on the pick tip failure probability can be
further explored by comparing Figure 7 with Figure 6 and comparing Figure 9 with Figure 8.
From Figures 6 and 7, it can be found that the tip failure probability in the shearing-down stage is
much higher than that in the sump-in stage although the rock thickness distribution in both stages are
the same. This finding is also evidenced by the comparison between Figures 8 and 9. In Scenario 3,
the rock removed in the sump-in stage is slightly more than that in the shearing stage, but the tip
failure probability over the sump-in stage is 1.6 × 10−4%, much lower than the tip failure probability
over the shearing-down stage which is 0.07433%. A major cause for this failure probability difference
is the different maximum DOC due to the different drum advance directions in these two stages.
In the shearing-down stage, the drum advance direction is perpendicular to the floor. If the drum
involves rock cutting in a revolution, it will often cut the rock with the maximum DOC. By contrast,
in the sump-in stage, the drum advances along the roof. When the rock thickness is less than the
drum’s cutting radius, the DOC of the rock cut by the drum will be less than the maximum DOC.
As abovementioned, a small change in DOC can result in a large variation in pick tip failure probability.

From the above analysis, it is noted that the prediction accuracy of the bending force on pick tip
directly affects the accuracy of pick tip failure probability estimation. Currently, the bending force was
analyzed based on the formula given by Goktan [14] and laboratory rock cutting tests [11]. However,
laboratory rock cutting tests are often costly and time-consuming. Additionally, measuring forces on
individual picks in situ is difficult. Therefore, new methods such as inverse analysis [27,28] may be
needed to help force prediction.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, an extended probabilistic approach is proposed to remove the following two critical
limitations in existing research on the estimation of the probability of pick random failures due to
excessive bending force on pick cutting tips:

• Only one drum revolution is considered;
• The variation of rock thickness is ignored.

As such, this extended approach can be used to estimate the pick failure probability for a cutting
process which consists of multiple drum revolutions and involves different rock thickness.

The research results show that drum advance direction can dramatically influence pick tip failure
probability. Pick tip failure probability when the drum advances along the rock panel (like cutting
a roadway roof in the sump-in stage) is lower than that when the drum advances towards the rock
panel (like cutting the floor rock in the shearing-down stage), if rock thickness is less than the drum’s
cutting radius. The variation of rock thickness can also impact the pick tip failure probability, but this
influence depends upon drum advance direction, the rock mean thickness, and the relative variation of
the rock thickness to its mean value. In general, the influence of the variation in rock thickness on the
pick tip failure probability when the drum advances along the rock panel is much greater than that
when the drum advances towards the rock panel.

This extended approach is developed based on the failure probability analysis of picks over a
full cutting cycle in the underground roadway development of coal mine. Nevertheless, it can be
extended to other rock cutting applications straightforwardly. The research results can be used to
optimize the design and operation of cutting drums with both TSDC picks and other type of picks to
increase productivity and reduce production costs.

However, in the current approach, it is assumed that the roof rock thickness is less than two thirds
of the drum’s tip-to-tip diameter, the sump-in depth is constant, and failures are independent of each
other. Further studies are needed to address these issues.
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